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When it comes to feeling organized, the
smallest things really can make the biggest
difference. I moved to a new house about
a year ago, and after living through my own
real-life version of Extreme Makeover, one
of the first things I love to show guests when
they come over is my shiny new — wait for
it — medicine cabinet.
It’s not glamorous. It’s not even particularly attractive.
But this bathroom cupboard is my pride and joy. It just
feels so good to open the doors and see bins labeled
“Hand Cream,” “Skin Care,” “Headache/Fever.” The best
thing about this game-changing organizing project: It took
me a mere 15 minutes to do once I was inspired to do it.
I hope that’s what this special edition GH Insider’s 14-Day
Declutter Guide is for you: the little kick of inspiration that
will change your life. In two
weeks, you can tackle your
home’s toughest trouble spots.
From the fridge and the junk
drawer to barely there closet
space and more, we’ve got
easy tricks to streamline it all.
Happy organizing!
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Dresser Top

LABEL MAKER

CLEAR BINS

DRAWER DIVIDERS

BROTHER P-TOUCH PT-D210,
$35, AMAZON.COM

STORAGE BOXES, FROM $2,
CONTAINERSTORE.COM

BOX WITH COMPARTMENTS,
FROM $7, IKEA.COM
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D AY 1

1

Break up with
too big (or
small) items.
If a garment is more
than two sizes from your
measurements in either
direction, give it away.
Oversize clothes can be
tailored down, but that
can be costly, and there’s
no guarantee the lines will
be the same. If you need
to lose a lot of weight to
fit into an item, decide if
that’s practical and if it’s
worth keeping it until then.

Purge
Your
Closet

2

Clothing can often
be sentimental — you
might still be holding
on to a favorite old
T-shirt or aspirational
skinny jeans — but here
are four ways to figure
out what stays and
what goes so you have
space filled with pieces
you actually wear

Toss anything
you haven’t
worn in a year.
Older pieces that aren’t
classics usually don’t mix
with newer ones. Just
bite the bullet and donate
them. Chances are, if you
haven’t worn a piece in
months, you won’t miss it.

3

Check clothes’
condition.
If items are worn, frayed or
stained, discard or donate
them. It’s likely you aren’t
wearing them now and they
are just taking up space.

4

Think about
your daily life.
Whether you’ve changed careers, overhauled your look or
moved to a different climate,
there may be clothes you no
longer need. These are perfect
to donate, especially if they’re
still in style and good condition.
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D AY 2

De-Junk the
Junk Drawer

Despite its name, not everything belongs in
the junk drawer. Relocate these misplaced items
to help restore order in no time

1

2

3

4

5

Get rid
of papers.

Organize
utensils.

File your
office gear.

Save loose
change.

Move medical
supplies.

Aside from a notepad with
a pen and a few current
coupons, miscellaneous
papers don’t belong here.
Move addresses and
phone numbers to the
office, homework to kids’
rooms and takeout menus
to a file in another location.

Go through and remove
broken, worn or duplicate
kitchen gadgets. Keep
only what you use often
and need to find quickly
in here. Most kitchens
have multiple drawers, so
create a separate one for
cooking tools.

Except for paper and one
or two pens, supplies like
a stapler or hole punch
belong in the home office
(or a dedicated drawer for
easy access).

Put coins back in your
wallet or into a change jar
that everyone in the house
contributes to. Keep doing
this and see how much
you save after a year. Then
treat the family to a fun
surprise with the funds!

Place these back with your
first aid kit or, in the case
of prescriptions, securely
stored away. Medications
taken with food can be
kept in a cabinet with
vitamins if you prefer.
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D AY 3

Tackle Kitchen Cabinets

The more your cabinets hold, the more orderly your kitchen looks and the better
it functions. Use these simple solutions to stretch your space
1

2

Display spices.
Mount a magnetic spice rack
on the underside of an upper
cabinet. This will free up
valuable counter and interior
cabinet space but make spices
accessible when cooking.

Add extra
shelves.
Extend available space with
racks to stack plates or baskets
that hang underneath shelves
to corral cups, small bowls or
serving pieces. Risers in upper
cabinets are a great way to
make use of high cabinetry while
stacking things so you can see it
and get what you need quickly.
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4

Hang gadgets.
Reclaim forgotten room in
cabinets by mounting hooks
inside to hang small tools
(measuring spoons, a peeler,
mixer attachments, etc.). Place
hooks on the side walls but
in line with the shelves so the
doors will still close.

5

Conquer
cookware.
Attach hooks, like Command’s
damage-free ones, to exposed
cabinet, island or wall spaces
to hang lightweight pans. Nest
heavy pieces in lower cabinets
with paper plates or shelf liners
inside to prevent scratches.
Corral matching lids on doormounted racks.
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D AY 4

Overhaul
Your Pantry

1

Go clear.

It can be tempting to close the door and ignore clutter,
but follow these steps for a Pinterest-worthy setup

See-through dry-goods
canisters with gasket-sealed lids
are best for keeping air (and
pantry moths) out of pasta, rice,
flour, sugar, dried beans and
other staples. You’ll be able to
see at a glance what you have
and what needs replenishing.
Plus, foods will stay fresh and
tidy. Use square containers to
maximize shelf space.

2

Stash
strategically.
Stow daily-use items, like cereal
and dog food, in the easiest
area to access for you and family
members — somewhere between
waist level and eye level. Extras
go down below. Rolling baskets
or crates that fit under the lower
shelf keep backup supplies tidy
and off the floor. Place items
used occasionally, like specialty
vinegars or baking supplies,
higher up.

3

Put packets
in bins.
Packaged rice, gravy and
seasoning mixes have a way
of piling up and toppling over.
Keep them orderly in small
baskets or bins. The bins can be
wall-mounted or simply placed
on a shelf. Organize the contents
of each by type and stand the
packets up so you can quickly
see what you have.

4

Take inventory.
If you categorize your pantry by
type of product (baking items,
grains, canned goods) and group
like things together, it’ll be easier
to keep track of what needs
replenishing and what’s expired
or no longer fresh and should be
tossed. Move older items to the
front when you restock.
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D AY 5
1

Stop dirt
in its tracks.
Add indoor and outdoor
mats to every door —
they’re the best way of
keeping dirt and germs out
of your house and off your
floors and carpets. Clean
them regularly. Use a hose
on outdoor styles and
vacuum the tops and backs
of indoor ones.

2

Repurpose
a hamper.
It’s helpful to have a
covered bin where you
can toss things without
thinking twice. Keep
soccer balls, footballs and
even pet toys and other
yard games out of sight.

3

Make room
for a bench.
With a place to sit
to put on your shoes or
a seat to prop your purse
on while removing your
coat, this transitional
space will feel more like
its own room. You’ll feel
less frazzled both entering
and leaving your house
and be less likely to just
toss your bags down.

4

Add a sorting
station.

Elevate Your
Entryway

There’s nothing inviting about a foyer that’s become
a de facto dumping ground. Here’s how to help your
home make a great first impression!
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A table or bench with
separate bins lets you
stash recycling, shoes and
more right by the door. Or,
give each family member
his or her own container.
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Hang sturdy
shelves.
Taking advantage of
unused overhead space is
a great way to keep items
you don’t use every day
out of the way but still in
easy reach. Neutral bins
on shelves can turn clutter
into a decorative accent.

6

Go for
one color.
An all-white look might not
be everyone’s cup of tea,
but choosing just one
hue imparts a neat-andtidy aesthetic even when
things get a little cluttered.

7

Set up a
mail zone.
Use a wall-mounted
caddy or trays stocked
with stamps, pens and a
notepad. Keep keys in a
central location (on hooks
or in a dish) so you’ll always
know where to find them.
File papers that belong
elsewhere; recycle or
shred ones you don’t need.

D AY 6

Maximize Your Linen Closet
Items of all shapes and sizes inhabit this space, and things can get chaotic.
Make sure yours is neat and tidy with these five quick organizing tricks

1

Add towel bars
to the door.
Use these to hold extra
towel sets, tablecloths,
blankets or draperies and
free up shelf space for
other necessities.

2

Use clear
containers
for storage.
Choose ones with lids so
bath tissue, extra toiletries
and first aid supplies stay
clean and handy.

3

4

Optimize
towel folding.

Stash sheets
in pillowcases.

Not all shelves are the
same size — some are
wider and some deeper.
Fold your towels to fit on
your shelves so they won’t
topple, or roll and stack
them so they’ll be easier to
grab one at a time.

Place flat and top sheets
and one of the pillowcases
inside the other. This way,
an entire bedding set will
come out with just one tug.
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5

Designate
and divide
shelves.
Allocate specific items to
each shelf — bath necessities,
guest room bedding, beach
towels, etc. Add custom
dividers and labels to each
to keep items from migrating
where they don’t belong.

D AY 7
1

Get a basic shoe rack.
Start with a simple, inexpensive
wire one. It keeps footwear off the
floor and is slanted at an angle
so shoes are easy to find.

2

Streamline shelves.
Swap in clear plastic boxes for
cardboard ones and place shoes
in heel-to-toe so it’ll be easier to
see and grab the pair you want.

3

Utilize the door.
Canvas or plastic shoe holders come
in all shapes and sizes and can be
mounted on a wall, door or closet rod.
Keep shoes grouped by type based on
use — dress, casual, flats and so on.

4

Protect boots.
Invest in boot trees. Cedar ones are
best because they not only keep boots
upright but also absorb moisture and
odors. Rolled-up magazines, gift wrap
tubes or pool noodles trimmed to size
make inexpensive alternatives.

Organize
Shoes

Keep pairs from piling
up on the floor of your closet and
never go searching for missing
right or left singles again
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D AY 8

1

2

3

Add another
level.

Max out your
backsplash.

Try a movable
island.

If you prefer to keep your
most frequently used items
out and visible, add a shelf
between your counter
and the upper cabinet.
Depending on the space,
it can hold spices, small
dishes, books and more.

Baskets hung from towel
bars mounted here can
hold condiments, baking
essentials or even a
decorative plant. Use
hooks to hang gadgets,
colanders and cookware.

If you don’t have room
for a permanent island or
need a slightly bigger one,
consider a rolling unit on
wheels. Pull it out when
you need it and stash it in
a corner when you don’t.

Clear Kitchen
Counters
It’s most valuable real estate when
you’re cooking or entertaining; here’s
how to gain a little extra room
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D AY 9

Tidy Up
the Fridge

Follow these basic rules so food looks
organized and stays fresher, longer
1

Optimize
shelf space.

Store food
so it lasts.

Storage containers: Stash
food in stackable square
containers versus round
ones — the shape lets you
store more food and keeps
everything looking neat.
Leftovers: Instead of
food in large containers
from a restaurant or family
dinner, stow it as individual
portions in smaller bins or
resealable bags for graband-go meals.
Soda cans: Don’t let
unopened single-serve
cans and bottles of iced
tea crowd food that must
be kept cold. Instead, store
shelf-stable bottles and
cans in the pantry and cool
them down with ice when
it’s time to enjoy.

Meat: Double-bag raw
chicken, beef and pork,
then store on a platter on
the bottom shelf to avoid
accidental leaks that could
contaminate other foods.
Produce: Take wet fruits
and veggies out of plastic
grocery bags and pat them
down with a dry paper
towel — getting rid of the
excess moisture will keep
these items fresh and crisp.
Eggs: While most fridges
come with an egg holder,
it’s better to leave them
in their carton, which is
designed to contain spills
and keep eggs fresh and
odor-free. Plus, it has
important dates and codes
for tracking freshness.

2

Practice
preemptive
cleaning.
Bins: Line them with paper
towels to catch drips.
Spreads and sauces:
Keep sticky items (like
jams, syrups and sauces)
in removable shelf bins.
When dribbles occur, you
can take them out and
wash them, and avoid the
chore of stooping and
scrubbing fridge shelves.
Stuck-on messes: Clean
tricky spills with a damp
scrubber sponge sprinkled
with baking soda. It’s a
gentle way to eradicate
dirt and odors.
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4

Use the
freezer to
keep food
longer.
Milk: Freeze milk in its
container (it’ll keep up
to three months in the
freezer) and then thaw
it in the refrigerator.
Herbs: Chop herbs in a
food processor and mix
with a teaspoon or two of
olive oil. Put in a resealable
bag, removing all the air,
and freeze so the mixture
lies flat. Break off pieces to
season soups and sauces.
Or use an ice cube tray to
freeze individual portions.
Cheese: Double-wrap
cheese rinds in plastic to
use later to flavor soups
and stews.

D AY 1 0

Save
Your
Kitchen
Sink

This busy zone handles
cooking, cleanup and more.
Give it a transformation so
it’ll be ready for anything

1

2

3

4

5

Keep cleaners
close by.

Protect
the floor.

Stash trash
out of sight.

Declutter
the counters.

Try adding
towel bars.

Save the space below
your sink for cleaning
products you use most in
and around your kitchen —
dish-cleaning supplies, allpurpose cleaners, stainless
steel polish, trash bags and
more. Store other products
somewhere else.

Keep the base of your
cabinet clean and make
future spills easier to
wipe up by lining the floor
with shelf liner or even
inexpensive vinyl tiles from
the hardware store. Simply
place them in so they’ll be
easy to swap if needed.

If your space is big enough,
look for dual bins mounted
on smooth runners or
pullout tracks to hold small
garbage and recycling
pails. This will keep any
messy pileups hidden. Just
remember to empty them
daily or when filled.

Mount a paper towel holder
inside an under-sink cabinet
door to free up counter
space. Attach a clothespin
to clip rubber gloves out of
sight. Small door baskets
can keep scrubbers and
brushes from taking up
space on your sink top.

Simple chrome rods on
runners or hinges mounted
to the inside of cabinets
are a great way to hide
hand towels and dishtowels while still keeping
them easily accessible. You
can even loop potholders
onto one of the rods.
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Transform
Your Drawers

Nothing’s more calming than opening neat,
beautifully laid-out drawers. Here’s how to
get yours in tip-top shape

1

2

3

4

5

Invest in
dividers.

“File” your
T-shirts.

Bag delicate
hosiery.

Hang
sweaters.

Roll silky
garments.

Spring-loaded flexible
inserts can turn a cluttered
underwear drawer into a
streamlined system that’s
beautiful and functional.
Start by getting rid of
tattered, torn or ill-fitting
items. Group undies by
type (brief, bikini, etc.). For
bras, fold one cup into the
other so they keep their
shape and take up less
space — or skip folding and
layer them with one tucked
behind another.

Apply this office strategy
to your clothes drawer:
Instead of piling T-shirts
on top of one another, fold
them a bit smaller and file
them from front to back
with the folded edges
facing up. You’ll find what
you need at a glance, and
when you pull one out, the
others will remain neatly
in place.

Resealable plastic bags
are a sneaky way to store
tights, trouser socks and
stockings so they won’t
get snagged. Roll them
into themselves and group
in bags by color and
type. You can even use a
permanent marker to label
the bags for easy ID’ing.
Slip them into the drawers
wherever you have room.

Move sweaters to the closet if drawer (or shelf) space
is tight. But don’t hang a
sweater as you would a
blouse. Instead, fold it in
half vertically, matching up
the sleeves, then place the
hook of the hanger at the
armpit. Fold sleeves over
one side of the hanger and
the body over the other.
This keeps sweaters from
stretching and prevents
little shoulder bumps.

Items like pajamas, silk
lingerie, scarves and camisoles get messy in a hurry
when folded and stacked
in a drawer — pull one out,
and the entire stack falls
apart. Instead, roll them
and line them up in a row.
Tuck pajama tops into
bottoms and roll them together. Line all the rolls up
cleanly so you can quickly
find and remove just what
you’re looking for.
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Create a Chic
Dresser Top

1

Follow these three tips to stop your bedside
table from turning into a dumping ground

Corral
cosmetics.
If you apply makeup in
your bedroom, having your
go-to products in an easyaccess place will save tons
of time. Place them on a
decorative tray or in a box
or cosmetics bag to keep
them from migrating along
the dresser top. Consider
a travel cosmetics tote to
keep you organized both
at home and on the go.
Even better? Your makeup
bag will be ready to pack
at a moment’s notice.

2

Display your
perfumes.
A small decorative tray is
the best way to contain
and show off your favorite
scents. Not only does it
keep them handy and
ready to use, but the tray
will protect your dresser
from drips or spills that
might damage the finish.

3

Set a spot for
the extras.
Every dresser top needs
a holder for change, keys,
rings and anything else
you need to grab quickly. It
can be as simple as a cup,
bowl or woven basket or
something more aesthetic,
like a tiered serving dish,
crystal bowl or wooden
tray. Whatever you choose,
it’ll keep pocket-size items
in one organized spot.
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Boost
Bathroom
Storage

Keep everything you need right
at your fingertips — but off the
counters — with these genius ideas
to stretch your space

1

2

3

4

5

Put cabinet
doors to work.

Install a lazy
Susan.

Double up on
shower rods.

Wheel in a
bathroom cart.

Hang shelving
or baskets.

Don’t let the backs of the
doors go to waste. Mount
special bins or wire holders
to store tools like hairdryers and flat irons, along
with brushes and other
hair accessories.

Add one of these spacesavers under the sink. It’s
perfect for keeping your
lotions, shampoos and
other products organized
and easily accessible — just
spin to see what you have.

Outfit your shower with a
second tension rod near
the wall. Then use S-hooks
to suspend caddies for
go-to shampoo, body wash
and loofahs. Bonus: It’s
damage-free!

A decorative rolling cart
provides versatile storage
that can be positioned
right where you want it and
moved when necessary. Use
it for everything from hair
products to bath tissue.

Even a small wall (or open
space above the toilet) can
accommodate one or two
baskets or shelves. Use
them to stash extra towels,
bath tissue, toiletries and
other supplies.
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Cut Desktop Clutter

Follow these tips to curb your paper and digital mess for a streamlined desk that won’t add any extra stress
1

2

3

4

5

Use a daily
planner.

Organize
your finances.

Get smart with
passwords.

Schedule
data backups.

Prioritize
papers.

Whether you opt for an
old-school paper planner
or keep everything on your
smartphone, it’s important
to have one portable place
for notes, contacts, mustremember meetings and
to-do lists. That way, you
can find what you need
and never miss a key
meeting/occasion.

Use tools like Expensify to
make it simpler to budget
and track finances. Digitize
receipts so you can search
for them easily and have
less clutter.

Don’t use the same one
for everything. Keep codes
secure and accessible with
a digital app like Dashlane
or LastPass, which can
check the security levels of
your current ones and help
create safer new ones.
Plus, the password app
may autofill info in apps
and Web pages.

It’s good to store files in
multiple ways: the original;
one you retain that doesn’t
live on your computer (e.g.,
an external hard drive); and
a cloud-backup, which lets
you get your content on
any device.

Separate action papers,
which require you to
do things like filling out
a form, from reference
papers, which need to be
kept where you can find
them. Use letter trays
for action items, a filing
cabinet for reference items
and a shredder for trash.
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Your Ultimate
Declutter Guide
If you need more genius organizing ideas, let our inspiring
new book, Simple Organizing Wisdom, be your go-to resource.
Each chapter is chock-full of beautiful pictures and
easy solutions for every room in your home.
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$20, amazon.com or
available wherever
books are sold
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